The junction tree representation provides an attractive structural property for organizing a decomposable graph. In this study, we present a novel stochastic algorithm which we call the Christmas tree algorithm (CTA) for sequential sampling of junction trees of decomposable graphs. We show that, by incrementally expanding the underlying graph with one vertex at a time, the CTA is able to construct all junction trees for any given number of underlying vertices. The relevance of our suggested algorithm is justified from a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) perspective for approximating distributions over decomposable graphs, where the transition kernel from the CTA is employed as proposal kernel; for more details see the companion paper Olsson et al. [14] . A numerical study of the SMC approximation illustrates the utility of our approach from a Bayesian inference perspective.
Introduction
Decomposable graphs and their junction tree representation as auxiliary data structure in graph algorithms have been used in various contexts; examples include but not restricted to statistical inference, such as sparse covariance and concentration matrix computation, contingency table analysis and model selection.
The application that motivated the development of this paper is the use of junction trees for model selection in probabilistic graphical models. In this context, the vertices of the graph represent random variables and the edge set encodes a dependence structure of a multivariate probability distribution. Among the various types of probabilistic graphical models, we focus on decomposable graphs which have the special property that their underlying distributions can be derived in a recursive way by taking Markov combinations of smaller components.
Traditionally, the exploration of the space of decomposable graphs is achieved by Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) strategies generating a trajectory of graphs and possibly corresponding model parameters, which after a burn-in period is expected to converge to the target distribution. These strategies are typically based on variations of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, where in each step, a new graph is proposed on the basis the previous one by means of edge perturbations. The proposed graphs are then accepted or rejected so that the resulting kernel satisfies detailed balance.
The set of possible moves obtained by single edge perturbations defines a decomposable neighborhood from which new graphs can be sampled, see e.g. Frydenberg and Lauritzen [7] , Giudici and Green [8] , Thomas and Green [18] . By exploiting the junction tree representation, this neighborhood can be generated explicitly instead of testing decomposability for blindly proposed graphs by using for example maximal cardinality search Tarjan and Yannakakis [17] as was previously done, see e.g Dellaportas and Forster [4] , Madigan et al. [11] .
Green and Thomas [9] take the junction tree representation for decomposable model determination one step further and present an McMC sampling scheme where the junction tree itself is the state variable. The probability of one specific junction tree in this formulation is defined as the underlying graph probability divided by the number of equivalent junction tree representations. It is shown in Thomas and Green [19] that computational complexity of the elementary operations required for calculating this number grows as O(p 2 ), where p is the number of vertices in the underlying graph.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm which we call the Christmas tree algorithm (CTA), for sequential sampling of junction trees. It differs substantially from the above mentioned methods; rather perturbing the edge set for a fixed set of vertices, our suggested algorithm incrementally constructs junction trees by expanding the underlying decomposable graph with one vertex at a time.
The relevance of our suggested algorithm is justified from a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) perspective for approximating distributions over decomposable graphs, where the transition kernel in the CTA is employed as proposal kernel. Two specific theoretical properties possessed by the CTA are of crucial importance in this application. The first one is the ability to generate the whole space of junction trees with any number of vertices in its decomposable graph. The second is that the probability of the transition from one junction tree to another can be computed efficiently.
A thorough presentation of the SMC algorithm together with a particle Gibbs sampling scheme and further applications in Bayesian statistical inference are presented in the companion paper Olsson et al. [14] and in Pavlenko and Rios [15] .
A related algorithm for generation of junction trees is presented in Markenzon et al. [12] . Their approach has similarities to our in the sense that it incrementally expands the underlying graph in each step of the algorithm. However, one major difference is that their algorithm is restricted to connected decomposable graphs. Further relevant approaches include e.g. Stingo and Marchetti [16] where the focus is set on Gaussian graphical models which enable faster edge moves by dynamically updating the perfect sequence of the cliques in the graph. A completely different strategy for decomposable graph sampling based on what is called tree-dependent bipartiet graphs is presented in Elmasri [5, 6] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces graph notations with a short background on decomposable graphs and the junction tree concept. For a more detailed presentation, the reader is referred to e.g Blair and Peyton [1] or Lauritzen [10] . In Section 3, the CTA is presented together with its transition kernel for junction tree expansion. We also present a reversed version of the junction tree expander which we refer to as the junction tree collapser. In Section 5, we demonstrate the application of the junction tree expander and the junction tree collapser in the SMC sampling scheme for approximating distributions over decomposable graphs. Section 6 presents a factorization of expression for the number of junction trees of a decomposable graph, provided in Thomas and Green [19] . Section 7 demonstrates two numerical examples of the SMC algorithm for approximating the uniform distribution over decomopsable graph. Appendix A is devoted to the proofs of lemmas and theorems stated in the paper, whereas Appendix B provides an algorithm for randomly connecting a forest into a tree, originally presented in Thomas and Green [19] .
The Python code used to generate the examples in this paper is contained in the trilearn library available at https://github.com/felixleopoldo/trilearn.
Preliminaries

Graph theory and notation
A pair (V, E) of vertices V and edges E, where E ⊆ V × V , is called an undirected graph. Two vertices x and y in V are adjacent if they are directly connected by an edge, i.e., (x, y) belongs to E. The neighbors N (V,E) (x) of a vertex x is the set of vertices in V adjacent to x. A sequence (x j ) ℓ j=1 of distinct vertices is called an x 1 -x ℓ -path, denoted by x 1 ∼ x ℓ , if for all j ∈ {2, . . . , ℓ}, (x j−1 , x j ) belongs to E. Two vertices x and y are said to be connected if there exists an x-ypath. Moreover, a graph is said to be connected if all pairs of vertices are connected. A graph is called a tree if there is a unique path between any pair of vertices in the graph. A connectivity component of a graph is a subset of vertices that are pairwise connected. A graph is a forest if all connectivity components induce distinct trees. Further, two graphs are said to be isomorphic if they have the same number of vertices and equivalent edge sets when disregarding the labels of the vertices. Now, consider a general graph (V, E) which we call G. The order and the size of G refers to the number of nodes |V | and the number of edges |E| respectively. Let a, b, and s be subsets of V ; then the set s separates a from b if for all x ∈ a and y ∈ b, all paths x ∼ y intersect s. We denote this by a 
The primer interest of this paper regards decomposable graphs and junction trees defined next. 
Definition 1 (decomposable graph
The next theorem binds elegantly the two previous concepts.
Theorem 1 (Cowell et al. [2, Theorem 4.6]). A graph G is decomposable if and only if there exists a tree T with vertices given by the cliques in G such that T satisfies the junction tree property.
Note that a decomposable graph may have many junction tree representations whereas for any specific junction tree, the underlying graph is uniquely determined. For clarity, from now on we follow Green and Thomas [9] and reserve the terms vertices and edges for the elements of G. Vertices and edges of junctions trees will be referred to as nodes and links, respectively. Each link (a, b) in a junction tree is associated with the intersection a ∩ b, which is referred to as a separator and denoted by s a,b . The set of distinct separators in a junction tree with graph G is denoted by S(G). Since all junction tree representations of a specific decomposable graph have the same set of separators, we may talk about the separators of a decomposable graph. The space of decomposable graphs with the vertices {1, 2, . . . , p} is denoted by G p , and the space of junction trees with underlying graph in G p is denoted by T p . From now on we assume, for simplicity and without loss of generality, that all vertex sets are given by subsets of the natural numbers N. The graph corresponding to a junction tree T is denoted by g(T ). We let T s denote the subtree induced by the nodes of a junction tree T containing the separator s and let F s (T ) denote the forest obtained by deleting, in T , the links associated with s.
For all sequences {a j } ℓ j=1 , we apply the convention {a j } 0 j=1 := ∅. Moreover, for all sequences {a j } ℓ j=1 of sets and all nonempty sets b, we set b ∩ ∪ 0 j=1 a j := b by convention. We denote by ℘(a) the power set of some set a.
All random variables are assumed to be well defined on a common probability space (Ω, F , P). In the following, Pr({w ℓ } ) means that the random variable x takes on the value ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , N } with probability w ℓ / N ℓ ′ =1 w ℓ ′ . For a finite set a, a random variable distributed according to the uniform distribution over a, Unif(a), takes on the elements of a with equal probability 1/|a|. Abusing notation, we will always use the same notation for a random variable and a realization of the same. For an arbitrary space X, the support of a nonnegative function h on X is denoted by Supp(h) := {x ∈ X : h(x) > 0}.
Junction tree expanders
Before presenting our main algorithm for expanding junction trees, we present, in Section 3.1, one of its crucial subroutines: an algorithm for random sampling of subtrees of a given, arbitrary tree.
Random sampling of subtrees
The algorithm presented in this section outputs a random subtree of a given tree T . For our purpose, T will always be a junction tree, thus the vertices and edges referred to in this section can be thought of as nodes and links.
The algorithm has two parameters, α ∈ (0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1), which together control the number of vertices in the subtree. The main idea of the sampling procedure is described in the following. At the initial step of the algorithm, a Bernoulli trial with probability β is performed in order to decide whether to draw the empty subtree or not. If the empty subtree was not drawn we pick a vertex x uniformly at random and let the subtree grow stochastically around this node. More specifically, x serves as root in a procedure similar to a breadth-first tree traversal, where instead of directly adding non-visited neighbors of a vertex to the queue of vertices to be visited, each non-visited neighbor of x is added with probability α. Thus, the parameter α controls the number of vertices in the subgraph, given that it is nonempty. The algorithm is presented in full detail in Algorithm 2.
Straightforwardly, the induced probability of extracting a subtree
where w = w(T, T ′ ) is the number of components in the forest T [V \ V ′ ]. The factor |V ′ | stems from the fact that any vertex in V ′ is a valid root vertex in the breadth-first traversal-like procedure and the probability of extracting a certain subtree is the same for each choice. Algorithm 2: Stochastic breadth-first tree traversal.
Main algorithm
In this section we present the main contribution of this paper, namely an algorithm for expanding randomly a given junction tree T ∈ T m into a new junction tree T + ∈ T m+1 such that g(T ) is the induced subgraph of g(T + ). This operation defines a Markov transition kernel K α,β m :
, whose expression is derived at the end of this section. The full procedure, which in the following will be referred to as the junction tree expander is detailed in Algorithm 3. Next follows an overview of this scheme, whose suboperations may be divided into four main steps.
Step 1: Subtree simulation
In the first step, a random subtree
. After this, a new tree T + is initiated as a copy of T , and all the manipulations described below refers to T + (Line 2). Depending on whether T ′ is empty or not, the algorithm proceeds in two substantially different ways.
Step 2: Node creation
If T ′ is empty, the new vertex m + 1 is added as a node {m + 1} in its own and connected to one arbitrary existing node.
The whole tree is then cut at each link associated with the empty separator and reconstructed, a process we call randomisation at the separator ∅ (Lines 4-5); see Appendix B or Thomas and Green [19] for details. The randomisation step might seem superfluous at a first glance; however, it turns out to be needed in order to ensure that every junction tree has, as stated in Theorem 3, a positive probability of being produced by iterative application of the algorithm.
If T ′ is nonempty, the idea is to replicate its structure so that at the end of the algorithm, a subtree T Step 4: Neighbor relocation The parameters α and β of S α,β have clear impacts on the outcome T + of Algorithm 3 and consequently on g(T + ); specifically, since each node in the selected subtree will give rise to a new node in T + , α controls the number of nodes containing the new vertex m + 1. The parameter β is simply interpreted as the probability of m + 1 being connected to some vertex in g(T ). We demonstrate the algorithm on two examples. 
The sets of moved neighbors are n 1 = ∅, n 2 = ∅ and n 3 = {{5, 6, 9}}. Now, our suggested Christmas tree algorithm (CTA) consists of recursive application of the junction tree expander in Algorithm 3. Since the theorems in this section hold for any valid choice of α and β, we sometimes drop these from the notation and simply write K m instead of K α,β m . For any fixed p ∈ N, by starting off with the tree T 1 = ({{1}}, ∅) ∈ T 1 and then applying recursively the expanders 
remove c j and its incident links from T+; 
a: The new node (red) is connected to an arbitrary existing node.
c: F ∅ is reconnected into a tree.
Fig 3:
A possible expansion of the junction tree in Figure 2 , where the empty subtree was drawn on Line 1 in Algorithm 3. See Example 2.
{4, 5}
Step 1: Subtree simulation
Step 2: Node creation
Step 3: Structure replication
Step 4: Neighbor relocation 
These properties are formulated in the next theorem.
Theorem 2. For all m ∈ N and T ∈ T m it holds that
Importantly, for all m ∈ N, the CTA generates any junction tree in T m with positive probability. This property is as established next by in terms of the marginal distribution K m defined as
where K 1 (({{1}}, ∅)) = 1.
Theorem 3. For all m ∈ N, it holds that
Example 3 (and the associated Figure 5 ) illustrates a sample trajectory generated by the CTA. From a computational point of view, Proposition 1 is crucial, since it guarantees a tractable expression of K α,β m . Before we state this expression we introduce some further notation. We let ν g(T ) (s) denote the number of possible ways that F s (T ), the tree obtained by cutting T s at the separator s, can be connected to form a tree; this number is described in more detail in Theorem 6. Now, the transition probability of Algorithm 3 takes the following form
where P(T + | T ′ , T ) is understood as the probability that Algorithm 3 generates T + with T as input given that T ′ was drawn at Line 1. We stress again that the sum in (3.1) has either one or two terms and it is thus easily computed. A conditional probability P(T + | T ′ , T ) takes two different forms depending on whether T ′ is empty or not. If T ′ is empty, since T + is randomised at ∅, all the ν g(T + ) (∅) obtainable equivalent junction trees have equal probability. Otherwise, in case of T ′ non-empty, the probability of the subsets q j are calculated according to the uniform subset distributions on Lines 12-14. Observe that, given T and T ′ , the resulting tree T + is com-
. Since the pairs (q j , n j )
are drawn conditionally independently given T ′ and T we obtain
We examine the probabilities in (3.2) in the case where T ′ is nonempty. Since for each j, the existence of a node c ∈ N T ′ (c j ) such that z j = s c,cj forces q j to be nonempty, it holds that
Conditionally upon T ′ , T , and q j , the probability of each neighbor set n j on Line 30 follows straightforwardly; indeed, the distribution of n j takes two different forms depending on whether c j was engulfed into d j with probability 1. Otherwise, it has equal probability over all subsets of
Observe that the simplicity of (3.1) is appealing from a computational point of view. In Section 7, K α,β m is used as a proposal kernel in an SMC algorithm, and in such a scenario fast computation of the transition probability is crucial as the graph space increases.
A junction tree collapser
In this section we present a reversed version of the junction tree expander introduced in the previous section: the junction tree collapser. The idea is to collapse a junction tree T + ∈ T m+1 into a new tree T ∈ T m by removing the vertex m+1 in such a way that T ∈ Supp(K m (·, T + )). As will be proved in this section, this procedure defines a Markov kernel R m :
The sampling procedure is presented in Algorithm 4. Next follows a description of its different suboperations.
Similarly to the junction tree expander, the junction tree collapser takes two different forms depending on whether {m + 1} is present as a node in T + or not. Specifically, if {m + 1} ∈ V + , then {m + 1} is removed from T + and the resulting forest is reconnected at random (Lines 2-4 in Algorithm 4). Otherwise, if {m + 1} / ∈ V + we denote by {d
the nodes in the subtree T ′ + induced by the nodes containing the vertex m + 1. The aim is now to identify the nodes that can serve as a subtree in Algorithm 3 to produce T + . Since each node in the subtree sampled initially in Algorithm 3 will give rise to a new node, it is enough to determine, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , |V ′ |}, the node c j that can be used for producing d + j (reversing Lines 9-18 in Algorithm 3). For each j, we define a set of candidate nodes M j = {c ∈ V + : d
(Line 11 in Algorithm 4). Otherwise, c j is picked at random from M j (Line 13). In either case, the edges incident to d + j are moved to c j (Line 14). The induced transition probability of collapsing T + ∈ T m+1 into T ∈ Supp(R m (T + , ·)) has the form
where, as before, V ′ + is the set of nodes in T + containing the vertex m + 1. The max operation is needed in order to make the expression well defined even when M j is empty.
The theoretical properties of Algorithm 4 are summarised in Theorem 4 below and the relevance of R m is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Theorem 4. For all m ∈ N and T
+ ∈ T m+1 , (i) Supp(R m (T + , ·)) ⊆ T m , (ii) Supp(R m (T + , ·)) ⊆ Supp(K m (·, T + )), (iii) g(T ) = g(T + )[{1, . . . , m}] for any T ∈ Supp(R m (T + , ·)).
Applications to sequential Monte Carlo sampling
We present a practical application of the kernels {R m } p m=1 and {K m } p m=1 in an SMC setting for approximating distributions over decomposable graphs. Traditionally, SMC is a sampling technique for approximating sequences of distributions defined on spaces of increasing dimension, usually with a temporal interpretation. In this paper we employ the SMC approach detailed in the companion paper Olsson et al. [14] for approximating distributions over spaces of decomposable graphs, which do not provide such interpretation. Specifically, for any given p ∈ N, we are interested in approximating a probability distribution P (G) =P (G)/k, where k = G∈GpP (G) andP (G) denotes an un-normalised distribution on G p . In order to achieve this, an auxiliary step referred to as temoralisation in Olsson et al. [14] is required. For the purpose of the present paper this amounts for extending P (G) to a path space of junction trees. The resulting distribution takes the following form
where
T m and µ denotes the number of equivalent junction tree representations for a graph in G p . As stated in detail in Olsson et al. [14] , the crucial properties which enable for sequential sampling from (5.1) using {K m } p m=1 as proposal kernels are guaranteed by Theorems 2, 3 and 4.
The approach of extending non-temporal distributions to a path space in order to allow for sequential sampling was first introduced in Del Moral et al. [3] . The key benefit of this formulation is that, since {R m } p m=1 are all Markovian kernels, the marginal distribution with respect to the last component T p in (5.1) is P (T p ), the junction tree distribution from which P (G p ) is imposed by construction.
Thomas and Green [19] , introduced the junction tree distribution in a McMC context in order to provide multiple edge moves and at the same time reduce permissible moves. This in turn enables for a much faster sampling scheme than traditional approaches operating directly on decomposable graphs. For our purpose, due to Theorem 1, the junction tree representation enables us to define the proposal kernels {K m } p m=1 in tractable forms, something which seems much harder to obtain by working directly on G p . A detailed presentation of the temporalisation procedure in full generality is given in Olsson et al. [14] . Now, given a set of N ∈ N input particles (junction trees) with corresponding weights
approximating P (T 1:m ), a one step weight updating scheme from P (T 1:m ) to P (T 1:m+1 ) is provided by Algorithm 5. Specifically, for any non-negative function h defined on 
an unbiased estimator of P (G) is obtained. Further, an unbiased estimator of the normalising constant k is obtained by
As discussed in Green and Thomas [9] , the cost of calculating µ in (5.1) is regarded as a computational bottleneck of the junction tree representation. Even though an efficient O(p 2 ) algorithm for calculating this number is suggested in Thomas and Green [19] , a non-dynamic update in every step of the algorithm is very demanding. In our algorithm, we exploit the fact that µ is only calculated for graphs of increasing order (see Row 4 in Algorithm 5), by using the factorisation derived in the next section.
Algorithm 5: SMC update.
Counting the number of junction trees for an expanded decomposable graph
In this section we derive the factorisation of the expression, provided in Thomas and Green [19] for counting the number of equivalent junction trees of a decomposable graph. For sake of completeness, we restate three theorems from the same paper. The first counts the number of ways a forest can be reconnected into a tree and was established in Moon [13] .
Theorem 5 (Moon [13] ). The number of distinct ways that a forest of order m comprising q subtrees of orders r 1 , . . . , r q can be connected into a single tree by adding q − 1 edges is
For a given junction tree T , let t s denote the order of the subtree T s induced by the separator s. Now, let m s be the number of edges associated with s and let f 1 , . . . , f ms+1 be the orders of the tree components in F s (T ). Then, by using Theorem 5 the following is obtained. [19] ). The number of ways that the components of F s (T ), where s is a separator in a graph G with junction tree T , can be connected into a single tree by adding the appropriate number of edges is given by
Theorem 6 (Thomas and Green
Theorem 7 (Thomas and Green [19] ). The number of junction trees of a decomposable graph G is given by
In this paper, we exploit the fact that any decomposable graph G + ∈ G m+1 can be regarded as an expansion of another decomposable graph G ∈ G m , in the sense that G + is obtained by expanding G with the vertex m + 1 (for example by using the junction tree expander); see Lauritzen [10] . The key insight is that when a vertex is added to G, not all separators will necessarily be affected. This means that some of the subtrees T s may remain the same in the corresponding junction trees, implying that ν G (s) = ν G+ (s) for some separators.
the set of unique separators created by the expansion. Then the factorisation
holds, where
The potential computational gain obtained by using the factorisation in Theorem 8 for calculation of the number of equivalent junction trees of an expanded graph is illustrated by the following example.
Example 4.
Let G + ∈ G m+1 be an expansion of a graph G ∈ G m in the sense that m + 1 is connected to every vertex in one of the cliques in G. Then, since the set of separators is the same in the two graphs, it holds that µ(G + ) = µ(G).
Numerical study
An important question arising in for example probabilistic graphical models, where decomposable graphs are used for mathematical convenience to describe the dependence structure of a multivariate probability distribution, is to known how large G p is in comparison to the space of general undirected graphs. For p ≤ 12, |G p | can be calculated exactly using the expression provided in Wormald [20] . For larger p, the exact number is intractable and can be regarded as unknown. However, for very large values of p, an expression for the asymptotic behavior is derived in Wormald [20] as
In this study, we use the SMC algorithm presented in Section 5 to estimate |G p | by specifying the uniform distribution over G p , denoted by Unif(|G p |) having distribution function defined as P (G) = 1/|G p |. Specifically, we exploit the fact that the normalising constant in this distribution is |G p | so that its unbiased estimate is obtained by (5.3). Table 1 shows means and standard errors from 10 SMC estimates of |G p | for p ≤ 15. The upper panel of the table shows estimates of |G p | while the lower panel shows estimates of the fraction of graphs which are decomposable. For p ≤ 12 the exact enumerations are given in the second column. The parameters of the junction tree expander were set to α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 and the number of particles was set to N = 10000. Figure 6 displays the asymptotic behavior of |G p | and the estimates produced by the SMC algorithm for p ≤ 50 along with the exact values for p ≤ 12. Note that the latter two are almost indistinguishable. Another important question is encountered in Bayesian graphical model selection. In this context, Unif(|G p |) is a convienient choice of prior distribution when no specific knowledge of the underlying dependence structure is available. Here, we focus on the clique number (number of nodes in the largest clique) distribution induced by Unif(|G p |). Using the same parameter settings, Figure 7 displays SMC estimates of the distribution under Unif(G 15 ). The black bars at the top of each staple indicate the standard error of the corresponding estimate. Notably, from a prior specification perspective, most of the probability mass is concentrated around the values 5, 6, and 7, meaning that the uniform prior in this case gives strong preference for these clique numbers. 
Summary
In the current study, we derived the CTA which incrementally constructs a junction tree by adding one vertex at a time to the underlying graph using the junction tree expander as transition kernel. The main difficulty arising when designing a similar expansion scheme directly on decomposable graphs is to express the transition probabilities in a tractable form while maintaining the ability to generate the whole decomposable graph space. For junction tree expander however, the transition probabilities are tractable and together with the junction tree collapser, we are able to provide a direct application in the realm of SMC sampling for decomposable graph distributions, where {K m } p m=1 are efficiently employed as proposal kernels, and the junction tree collapsers, {R m } p m=1 are parts of the extended target distribution. The price paid for the junction tree representation, also discussed in Green and Thomas [9] , is to compute the number of junction trees for each of the sampled graphs. The imposed computational burden has been tackled by the factorization property derived in Theorem 8 allowing for a faster dynamic update.
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Proof of Theorem 2. We prove this theorem by taking a generative perspective in the sense that we rely on the sampling procedure of K m (T, ·) given by Algorithm 3. We also adopt the same notation as in Algorithm 3.
In order to prove (i) we assume that T + is generated by Algorithm 3 with input T and show that T + ∈ T m+1 by going through the algorithm in a step-by-step fashion. At Line 1 a subtree T ′ is drawn. We treat the cases T ′ = (∅, ∅) and T ′ = (∅, ∅) separately. First, assume that T ′ = (∅, ∅). Since the node {m + 1} does not intersect any other node in T , it can be connected to an arbitrary node with separator ∅ without violating the junction tree property (Line 4). In addition, Thomas and Green [18] show that randomising a tree at a given separator preserves the junction tree property (Line 5).
For T ′ = (∅, ∅), we first show that T + produced on Lines 8-27 is a tree that satisfies the junction tree property. Indeed, T + is a tree since the subtrees produced up to Line 24 are all reconnected through the same tree T + [{d
] by the operations on Lines 25-27. To ensure the junction tree property of T + , consider a general path where a 1 , . . . , a ℓ1 and b 1 , . . . , b ℓ3 are nonempty sequences of nodes which also belong to T .
The fact that {d 
Now, consider the intersection ,c also implies that the tree obtained by letting c be a neighbor of d + j instead of c j also satisfies the junction tree property by Thomas and Green [19] .
Finally, (ii) follows directly since the only new vertex added to g(T ) in order to get g(T + ) is m + 1 and no edges have been removed between the vertices 1, . . . , m.
Proof of Theorem 3.
In this proof we use the property (ii) of R m provided by Theorem 4 and proved independently below.
The space containing the trivial junction tree is T 1 = {({1}, ∅)}. We proceed by induction over the number of vertices. For the base case m = 2, T 2 = {T 1 , T 2 }, where T 1 = ({{1, 2}}, ∅) is the unique tree constructed from ({{1}}, ∅) via the subtree ({{1}}, ∅) and T 2 = ({{1}, {2}}, {({1}, {2})}) is the unique tree constructed from ({{1}}, ∅) via the subtree (∅, ∅).
For m ≥ 3, assume inductively that Supp(K m−1 (·)) = T m−1 and let T ∈ T m be an arbitrary junction tree. It suffice to show that there exists a junction tree T − ∈ T m−1 such that ·) ). Thus, every junction tree in T m can be constructed, and we conclude the proof by induction.
Proof of Proposition 1. In this proof, we take a generative perspective in the sense that we rely on the sampling procedure of T + ∼ K m (T, ·) given by Algorithm 3 and regard T + as an expansion of T . We further adopt the same notation as in Algorithm 3 when possible.
Let V Proof of Theorem 4. We prove this theorem by taking a generative perspective in the sense that we rely on the sampling procedures of K m and R m+1 given by Algorithm 3 and 4 respectively. We also adopt the same notation as in these algorithms. To show (i) and (ii) we distinguish between the cases {m + 1} ∈ V + and {m + 1} / ∈ V + . For both cases, we let T ∈ Supp(R m+1 (T + , ·)). We prove (i) by following the steps in Algorithm 4 with input T + . For (ii), we show that T + could be obtained by Algorithm 3 with input T . If {m + 1} ∈ V + , then no other node in T + will contain the vertex m + 1 which in turn implies that each neighbor in N T+ ({m + 1}) will have ∅ as associated separator. Removing one node from a tree will always result in a forest possibly containing only one tree. Thus the removal of {m + 1} from T on Line 3 will result in a forest. Since {m + 1} is not contained in any of the trees in the forest, these will all trivially satisfy the junction tree property and the connection of T into a tree by Line 4 will give a random junction tree for g(T + )[{1, . . . , m}], which proves (i) in this case. For the (ii) part, we simply observe that T + can be constructed from T by first drawing the empty subtree on Line 1 and then obtaining T + at the randomization on Line 5 in Algorithm 3. Now, assume that {m + 1} / ∈ V + . We proceed by showing (i), i.e. that T ∈ T m . We first show that T is a tree. Since for every j ∈ {1, . . . , |V 
